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Papers created during this process

I Op ed that started it

I This got a few people to write an expository version.

I I was allowed to sign the math version.

I We have written a letter Wash state legislature.

I I’ve worked on some psychological guidelines for apps.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uae3jilJqBKpUC4SypjDz0qfXyaBxKB05zMeBkLaWlU/edit?usp=sharing
https://ethics.harvard.edu/files/center-for-ethics/files/white_paper_5_outpacing_the_virus_final.pdf 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.03544
https://drive.corp.amazon.com/documents/foster@/letter_to_wash_state.docx
https://drive.corp.amazon.com/documents/foster@/covid_psyc.docx 


Lecture notes:
I If a card is “brown” then it is “even.”

I Which cards should be checked?
I This is much harder than it should be

I If you are “drinking,” you are over “21.”
I Trivial to check
I We engage our internal Private Knowledge curcuit!
I We worry about who knows what!
I Called privacy.



I DC:
I Story: Crypto people can’t accept money from the NSA or

they will no longer be trusted. The waiter says, “Someone
anonymously paid your bill.” They are worried it is the NSA.
But it might be one of them. How can they check?

I Easy: Just ask! Breaks anonymity
I Cool protocol: At the end of the day, everyone knows if NSA

paid, but not who the anonymous payer is if NSA didn’t pay.
I Computing an Average

I Useful in statistics: Computing say an average of numbers. We
can do this without knowing any of the values.

I Can compute regressions
I Example: Each person has an Alexa device. We want to

compute a better machine learning model. We don’t want to
ship the information from the Alexa to Amazon. We can still
compute the regression without moving the data around.
Further, no ones Alexa device learns anything about anyone
elses except the regression coefficient.

I Differential privacy
I Same idea–but with a slightly trusted database.
I We want to protect all the knowledge we can except for stuff

that has to do with the real world. So the sample is private,
the “population estimates” are public.

I But, this doesn’t always work: For example, let’s go back to
computing the average. Notice that if there were only two
people, once we have computed the average we know the other
persons salary. No crypto can help here. It becomes a derived
fact from merely the outcome of the average.



I Coronavirus picture:
I What does this mean for a COVID App?
I We want to know who has talked to whom, so we can inform

them if one of them is infected
I How can this be done privately? Or more accurately, as

privately as possible?
I When I get informed that I’m was exposed, what do I know? It

has to have come from someone I was close to fairly recently.
(Or if you are a formant(sp)

I trace description
I see harvard paper and crypto paper

I flashing green
I See psyc paper.


